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In [4], the authors claimed to have answered questions due to Alleche et al. [2] by
constructing a non-metrizable, pseudocompact Tychonoff space with a sharp base whose
product with [0,1] does not have a sharp base. Unfortunately, the example we construct is
(rather easily seen to be) non-regular, as was pointed out to us by Brad Bailey and Gary
Gruenhage.
The space P we construct consists of a closed discrete space L added to the Baire metric
space B = ωc (the Tychonoff product of countably many copies of the discrete space of size
continuum with the usual Baire metric). Points of L provide limit points for potentially
unbounded sequences of real numbers generated by continuous functions, thus ensuring
that the space is pseudocompact. P cannot be regular since, if it were, then any point
p ∈ ωc would have a clopen neighbourhood N missing the closed discrete set L. However,
N would then be pseudocompact and homeomorphic to ωc, which is a contradiction. The
error manifests itself in lines 9 and 10 of page 547 of the paper where we claim that, if
the basic open sets N(α,n) and N(β,m) about the points sα and sβ of L meet, then their
intersection is of the form [Tα(j)] ∩ [Tβ(k)] for some j  n and k m (see the paper for
the notation). This assumes that the finite partial function Tα(j) extends Tβ(k) (or vice
versa), which may not, of course, be the case.
An elegant modification of our space, due to Bailey and Gruenhage [3], is Tychonoff
and has the same properties. In addition, their example answers two other questions of
Arhangel’skiı˘ [1] being an example of a non-metrizable, ˇCech-complete, pseudocompact
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space with a point-countable base and a non-developable, pseudocompact space with
a Gδ-diagonal and a point-countable base. We are grateful to Bailey and Gruenhage for
pointing out (and correcting) our error.
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